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This paper traces the history of readiness testing in America showing'

its close relationship to intelligence testing. It describes current

readiness tests, the areas covered (visual and auditory skills, comprehension

of oral language, and observational data on language skills and reading

interest), and score information provided. It also discusses future

trends from research such as the closer link of ins truction and assessment

and the assessment of a child's concepts of language. Finally, implications

for classroom teachers are given. Central to the paper is the idea of

using prereadirg skills assessment data to answer theAuestions readiness

for what? taught how? with which materials? by whom?
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Historical Perspective

The assessment of prereading skills or reading readiness in America
4

began in the late 1920's as an out -grow h of the measurement movement.

In the early 1930's Gertrude Hildreth published the first edition of the

Metropolitan Readiness Tests. Other early readiness tests included the

Lee-Clark Reading Readiness Test and the Gates Reading Readiness Test.

These tests were primarily an assessment of-the child's visual oral

vocabulary skills. They were group-administered, paper-and-pencil tests

and followed the best measurement principles developed at that time. They

were seen as measures of cognitive functioning or mental abilities whose

.purpose was to predict school readiness. In her book, Readiness for School

Beginners, Hildreth (1950) gives the purpose of such measures. by saying,

"Readiness tests are useful to teachers in helping to describe and compa,c,

the traits of individual pupils,!and to school,. administrators in indicating

the range of ability and knowledge among all the school entrants in a school

or within the school system" (p. 64). Readiness tests were to "discriminate

among the ready and less ready and to screen out those most certain to fail"

(Hildreth, p. 64). This screening out or predictlOn of failure was one of the

major fun6tions of readiness tests. Because intelligence tests also, showed

the chili's potential for school learning (that is, predicted success or failure),

they were classified as readiness measures (Hildreth, 1958). This linking of

readiness and intelligence was strengthened by the research of Morphett and

Washburne (1931) who found that a mental age of 6.5 years was necessaii for

learning to read. Their concept of readiness ni. readiness assessment was

prevalent for the several decades among Aliteric4m,.mducatPrs in spite of a group
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of research studies completed by gates (1936-37) which led him to suggest

that there might not be a necessary mental age for learning to read. In

fact, Gates suggested that readiness must be assessed in relation to the

methods and materials that will be used f,i,r instruction. This idea was

largely ignored for the next -30 -35 year-,;.

In thp period of the 1940's through t.e. 1960's the major purpose of

readiness tests was to use the total score .for prediction of success or

failure and to please the children into groups for readiness instruction.

Typically 6 to 8 weeks of readiness instruction was provided in which the

children often completed one or more readiness workb,,,cks. The purpose of

this readiness period was social and physical adjustment to school; 'visual

and auditory discrimination training; development of langUage facility

and background experiences; learning to recognize colors, read pictures,

and demonstrate left-to-right orientation; and gaining motivation to learn

to read (Tinker and McCullough, 1962, pp. 102-114). Readiness instruction

was seen as involving a number of factors,'but was not directly related to

the specific instructional method that would be used to teach reading nor

- was it directly related to the readiness test results.

In the early 1960'S Durkin (1967) completed two research studies which

indicated that some children were entering first grade already reading, a

fact not identified by the readiness tests. As a result of this research,

she called for a rethinking of the concept of-readiness away from that of

product resulting from maturation toward that of a process evolving as chil-
i,

dren interact with their environments. .Readiness as related to the instruc-/

tional materials to be used in beginning reading is becoming a more common

theme in the research of the 170's. MacGinitie (1969) takes us back to. Gates'

earlier tieti?s (1936-37) saying that the relevant question is mot "'Is the

child ready to read?", but rather "readiness for what? how?" AWsubea (1959),
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'had earlier defined readiness in this same vein stating that readiness

is "the adequacy of existing capacity in relation to the demands of a

given learning task" (p. 247). Wanat (1976) suggests that readiness tests

ought to be concerned with modifying the learning ent'ironment, not just the

learner (p. 122). The concept of readiness or prereading skills assess-

ment-has changed from assessment of the child's developmental probability

for success or failure in reading to an assessment of the child's skill

development in relation to tha reeding instructional environment.

Current Status

Most current readiness tests reflect these newer concepts at least to.

some degree. The emphasis is on skills related to beginning reading, usually

in the areas of decoding and comprehension. The decoding skills measured

fall into two groups--visual and auditory skills. Research by Barrett

(1965) indicates that visual discrimination of letters and words, visual

memory, and .letter recognition art all related to success in beginning

reading. Coins (1958) adds figure-ground perception and visual closure to

that list. Hall (1976) notes that early writing activities (usu.Lly assessed

in a prereading skills test by a measure of visual-motor coordination) nre

related to beginning reading success also. The current preread4ng skills

measures all include subtests in at fe'ast sore of these areas. MciNinch and

Richmond (1972) found Wet auditory discrimination of sounds, saidirory memory,

auditory blending, and auditory-visual integration all were sigailcant fac-

tors in accounting for end-of-first-grade reading achievement. Cul nt tests

usually include .=;one, subtests; with auditory- visual imtqgrmmtnn beir

measured by a ttest of ....,:f71-1md-letter. correspondences. Comprememtin-tns:4Jals

I

include measimres of nral Language (vocabulary and concepts) , :2.1stmlng and

reasdAimg, amai, lanrmge oltructure. Smith (1975) and Gibsom and? 1.--..IR 1(15'751
., .

Taphasize Oat reader must predict or extrsqx fEmom the.
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.printed page. Oral language, based directly upon the Child's expe*Piences,

is the best indicator of the child's success' -in so doing. Because oral

vocabulary is se culturally linked, several current tests are omitting this

measure from the prercading skills battery.

Skills thought to be ortant to beginning reading success, but not

easily measured in a group; paper-and-pencil test, are usually included .in

some Kind of obzrvation checklist. Clymer and Barrett (1968) include oral

language, social skills, emotional development, attitude toward and interest-
:

in learnir.g to read, and work 11,,-')its in their rating scale.

Recently a K.o,ber of criterion- referenced tests have-been published.

These relate the Caild's performance to an absolute standard or criterion

rather than to a group of other children (norm group). These measures have

the adv:-ntage of being able to be directly linked to a specific curriculum

of a school system or state or to specific' materials available froth-a parr

ticular publisher. They seem to be a logical choice for a te.--:,adin:_g skill

test based on the current idea if relating assessment to Uw.or-4

flktf:(1y, howeVer, very little attention has been, giver:.

laIlidity of such measures, especially those designed .ifcmmparvz a series

:usal readers. If a test is not reliable, the score _ , of cotzttr=,t,

.17.gless. The publishers of such tests nerd to estab A the 7rif,billtietu

tests, includ2 them in the manuals,, and work L- ::.improve they

Recent :Tindlings

Sone recent research findings are providing new ideas for inclusion in

aurrent and future readiness tests. Until recently almost every study com-

,pileted indicated chat the single best pradfctor of end-of-first-grode readtmg

lefhievemAnt was knowledge of letter names (Muehl and Mello, 1976). A recemt
o.

study by Mitchell (1074), completed in connection with the revision of the

C
.
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Metropolitan Readiness Tests, shows that entering first grade-pupili

have alrtady mastered the names of the letters of the alphabet. If a

letter recognition test is too easy for entering first graders, it will

no longer predict end-of-first-grade reading achievement. Readiness tests

designed to be giveStat the-end of kindergarten or the beginnirig of first

grade will no longer include a letter recognition test. This does not

mean that all children beginning first grade will know all the letters of

the alphabet. The teacher will still want to do a screening of .letter know-

ledge with each child in the class.

Earlier versions of readiness t ests Lased nm:._!-Iwaguage suymbols to

assess auditory and visual discrimtaatio71. Sounvis from

pictures, geometric symbols, shapes anc

research indicates that assessmen

r

--1 -"Tilt aClZtot-f.p-..-

lislhed better by the use of lmnglagie :Eat it, Aet.ter noun
a

phimnemeS), letters (graphemes), and srmiltaas qBarrett-:,

If one were interested in asseEiwing the s visual iminatiom

sf,Ils with no possibility off learning frmi the rlicvl :omment int,:f,rkng, it

Gild be best to use artificial letter symbols; nth rvise a preme:athing test

cif visual discrimination should use letters and numc,:nals.

The trend toward making prereading skills test:,9 more related ro
.

tion has led Fo a de-emphasis on the-total score (e:xcept for certain research

purposes) and the inclusion of part scores in most Trereading tests. In, order

for the part or subtest scores to be used, two crite.cia mu_JE be met. Fizt,

the parts of subtests, whichever are to be used, miusl: be reliable enough to

be used alone. Frequently thesrare-dbort tests and. therefore, may" not have

high,reliability. Secondly, the intercorrelations betwIen 'the subtests or areais

must be low enough to inditatA that they are measurtng different skills, at
rt

least in part. Schueneman (1975) did,a factor analysis of the,ntEpolitan

Readiness Tests anck concluded that the data supported providing area scores on t
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on those tests.

Research in the 1960's made test auth6rs aware of the effect of

cultural and environmental differences on a child's test performance.

Current tests are taking steps to reduce test bias against children from

any particular socio-economic level, cultural or ethnic group; sex, geo-

graphical re-- .:mguage background or educational

1976). In add:AU -.,»T modifying the themselves, manly prereading

.skills measures r. cy zncjirude a test-takt. ski-ltis or practice exercise. The

children are givfen in:,..7-77,iction in the vocabulary nentSssary to succeed inAhe

test; for exam:' "rr.-;;:..," "column," 1,,1e ," ".same," ""diff(erent," and so on..

They are also in...-:oduceL to the item- f:2rimats used in test, given prac-

tice in the sTstem used, and ,211v,Fed to work in 'Email groups under

test -like Obviously this type of instruction and practice means

t:

that childrer-,vr,o lilave never been to schKol before and who have had little

exposure to p6en,LAls and books are given fairer chance tL) succeed on the

test than if y had been tested ''cold. '

Another .trend. toward the reduction of the verbal memory load in

readiness tests. Jones (1970) found the memory load on tests of listening

comprehension and following oral directions to be particularly high. Recent

tests have minimized this-problem by having oral directions or long compre-

hension items repented by the examiner.

Future Directions for Prereading Measures

Th4 at few years have seen a growing body of research on the child's
O4

understanding of language concepts and of the reading process itself. Similar

studies have been completed in the United States, Canada, and England. Xn

'one study children were asked to segment oral and wjitten contexts into words.

Kindergarteiers were unable to do so by. conventional word boundaries (Holden
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and MacGinitie, 1972). Other research indicates that preschool children

do not understand the meaning of the concepts "reading," "woid," or "letter"

(Oliver-'; 1975; Downing, 011ila, and Oliver, 1975),. Further research is

nee,ded to understand the relationship of these concepts to learning to

read. It is likely that a test of language concepts might contribute to

a test of prereading skills.

Future prereading skills measures are likely also to include an assess-

ment of the child's skills in word recognition or actual reading. This

could be accomplished either by a tr4ditional subtest of these skills or

by an instructional /testing task in which the children nre t6ught a few

words and a short time later tested on their recognition and understanding

of the words in context. This kind of subtest could help identify children

%

who may already know how to read and would give Ihe teacher valuable infor-

mation about the child's learning patterns and styles.

Implications-for Classroom Teachers 0

The implications of the_prereading assessment research discussed in, this

paper extend quite broadly to classroom teachers. One of the major concerns

of teachers needs to be in the selection of a prereading test to use in their

classrooms. If the school system selection team does not include teachers,

. a valuable source of input is lost and the danger of misinterpretation and

ineffiddent use of test results is increased. Teachers selecting the readiness

test must look for the test's reliability and vaildity. Mei must decide i

/*they are seeking a norm-referenced or a-criterion-referenced measure. They

. must determine if a practice test is included and if the scores are relatively

116.
free from bias. Finally'they must assess the possible relationship of the

instrument to,their readingilangauge arts curriculum. For example, do the

skill scores prov_de information with which the teacher can modify a given

child's beginning reading curriculum?

9
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pose of readiness assessment is to provide the teacher with specific instruc-

tional data about each child's skill level so thgt the prediction of the,S.est

may be ruined! The questions the teacher should be asking are readiness for

Nurss/8.

Another implicatiog: for the classroom teacher is in planning

instructionally-related assessment tasks to follow-up the information

gained from the pre reading skills test. For,example, if a child scored

low one teet of sound-letter.correspondences, the teacher might try one

or two games with the child in which s/he had an opportunity to observe
.

irthe child can discriminate between sounds and if s/he can recognize

and mane letters.(both prerequisite skills to learning sound-letter corres-

pondences). If not, the child's instruction would begin in these areas.

If the child had no difficulty with these tasks, instruction illiound-

letter Correspondences would begin.

To assist the classroom teacher as much as poksible, future readiness

tests must bring about a closer relationship between assessment and instruc-
.

tion. As Durkin (1967) has pointed out, readineSs is a process that develops

within the child's environment. The purpose of readiness assessuene is not

to obtain a score with which the child can be labelled and with which the

child's first gradeaChievement can be perfectly predicted. Rather the pur-

what? taught how? with which materials? by whom?

f
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